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stop Fast Eddiel
Our 'City is under seige by an evil cabal of rich powerbrokers
who will not give way to the people's mandate for Reform. Their
interest is not better government, but their own personal
enrichment-and the public be damned! At the heart of this evil
cabal is Ed Vrdolyak, 10th Ward Alderman and chair of the Cook
County Democratic Party.
We, the undersigned, deplore Fast Eddie's behavior and hereby
signify our support for reform so that Chicago can be run for the
benefit of its millions of hardworking citizens.
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President, USW A Local 3745
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Vice President and Chair of
Grievance Committee,
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Fast Eddie
prince of
Darkness
By Maury Richards
© Reprinted with permission

The Indictment: Attempted Murder
On July 21, 1960, a Cook County
Grand Jury returned an indictment
against Edward Vrdolyak and four
others for "Conspiracy to Kill".
Fast Eddie eventually beat the rap
while Joseph Salas, a boyhood
friend and indicted co-conspirator
in the case took the fall. Ed
Vrdolyak and Salas have remained
tight. Salas was rewarded with a
city job.
Joe Salas has kept busy over the
years. Described by U .S. prosecutors as "a professional hit man",
he is presently in Florida facing
trial for interstate trafficking in
drugs, and the brutal murder of a
Florida agricultural inspector.
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We apologize for the quality of this
reproduction of the indictment
against Fast Eddie. We have been
trying for 3 weeks to get a copy of
it. For some reason it keeps getting
lost. We still have our request on
file.
You too can request a copy from
Morgan Finley's office at 26th &
California. It's your right. Call
them at 890-3144 and ask for
indictment #60-2320.
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10th Ward Club Linked to Vice, Gaming
That is how the Chicago Tribune headlines read on March 31, 1970.
Fast Eddie was again under scrutiny, this time by law enforcement
agencies seeking out his possible role in a conspiracy to promote acts of
gambling and prostitution at 10th Ward "smokers". The "smokers",
run by members of the 10th Ward Democratic Club, featured gambling,
the "raffling" off of prostitutes, and live sex shows. Among those
indicted was Peter Vrdolyak, Eddie's brother. Eight 10th Ward
Democratic political figures, including Pete Vrdolyak and Mike
Fitzgerald (10th Ward Democratic Club manager), pled guilty to the
charges of conspiring to cross state lines to promote acts of prostitution
and gambling.

..

No KI{)[)JNG, JOE'!'?
YOU'I) I\[AllY DO TMA
foR ME?
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from the Chicago Tribune, January 27, 1971
Details of the report, including several alleged
meetings between club officials and gangsters, plus a
list of suspected payoffs to a Chicago policeman
active in the club, were learned yesterday by The
Tribune ....
. . . According to the government report, the only
known effect of the warning was a shift outside the
city of the sex and gambling parties to a
1
hall in East Chicago. At least two
~d"'\>
~
parties were held there before
-.),~
.~,...
Indiana police threatened to
...."\...'\."~
raid them unless moved
again, the report said.
,,~\'~~ Of!.." ~~
Vrdolyak replied to
~
~~Y
~~~
Buchanan in a letter to
d~'\.
~~
his own' 'section heads
~.
~
vJS
and precinct captains"
on Aug. 13, the report say. s.
•
The report quotes Vrdolyak's
'\.~~
1Oe'\
letter as advising 'the Las Vegas
ece~
Nights will go ahead as planned.'
~
Federal agents began their investigation of the club
after some of its officials were observed meeting with
Ralph Pierce, the crime syndicate'S gambling boss,
and their aides.
Vrdolyak, who the report said deposited $5,000 in
the club's bank account on Dec. 15, 1969, has denied
any wrongdoing."
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Golfing with "Joey the Clown"

..
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1982 was a busy year for Fast Eddie. In February he was again in the
spotlight concerning an alleged mob run crap game at an exclusive
Southwest Side country club where members lost between $30,000 and
$40,000. The game reportedly took place on July 11 and 12, 1980 while
hundreds were on hand for a golf tournament. According to the Chicago
Tribune, Vrdolyak came "as the guest of Arthur Greco" a club member
with a previous conviction on gambling charges. The Tribune reported
that, "Vrdolyak played golf on July 11 with Joseph (Joey the Clown)
Lombardo, Greco, and club member Nello Sabatini". Lombardo, a
reputed mobster was recently convicted of attempting to bribe a U.S.
Senator.

,..,
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Playing With Fire
In August of 1982, Fast Eddie was called in to testify at the arson trial
. of confidence man and convicted felon Archie Burton whom Vrdolyak
,. described as a "good friend". Vrdolyak testified under oath that he
arranged and co-signed a $22,600 loan for Burton, using the con man's
35-foot boat as collateral. Burton was charged with torching the boat to
collect the insurance money. "The fire was definitely arson," Racine
[Wisc.] Fire Lt. William S. Jones told the Tribune. Vrdolyak admitted
that on the insurance policy, he was listed as the owner and beneficiary
of the allegedly arsoned boat. Despite Eddie's claims that his being
listed as the owner of the boat was a "mistake", the Tribune reported
that Vrdolyak nevertheless filed a claim for $25,000 with the insurance
company when he learned that the boat had gone up in flames.

..
~

Reprinted from the All Chicago City News, May 14, 1983

The History Of
"Fast Eddie" vrdolyak
Although Vrdolyak has been accused of misconduct numerous times,
the elusive alderman and ward committeeman from the 10th Ward has
always managed to avoid an actual conviction. Listed below are just 20
examples of Vrdolyak's many activities since 1973.

(Maury Richards is afonner Executive Board member of USWA Local
1033 and was elected Constitutional Convention delegate from Local
1033 in 1982. He is currently laid off)

and the money rolls in . ..

Michael Fitzgerald Who?
Michael Fitzgerald, the former 10th Ward Democratic Club manager
and convicted co-defendant with Peter Vrdolyak in the "girl raffling"
caper, got in the news again for contributing $5,000 to Mayor Daley's
campaign fund. At the time he had recently defaulted on two large loans
and still owed the state back taxes.
When this hit the papers Eddie said there was no one in his organization by that name but that .. Anyone who would give that size donation
is welcome to join. "
Funny that Eddie couldn't remember who Mike Fitzgerald was. Even
though he was a former 10th Ward Club manager. Even though Eddie
was his attorney in the matter of the default of the two loans totalling
$259,000. And even though Eddie was even his landlord at 2729 E.
96th Place.
But, hey, everybody forgets now and then. Even Fitzgerald has trouble
remembering. When asked about the size of his donation he answered
with a question: "What did you read was the size of the donation?"
After being told he was listed. for $5,000, he said, "All right, then I
gave $5,000."
Eddie forgets, too. Sometimes. Eddie might have forgotten his
former associate, but five big ones for the fund are always friends of
his.

The Cabal-ocrats

...

..

• June 1973: Charged by the Cook County State's Attorney with
willfully failing to file a complete 1973 income disclosure statement.
• January 1974: Found guilty of not paying $36,512 in real estate taxes
on his office building on South Commercial Ave.
• January 1974: Charged with holding a liquor license while serving as
a public official.
• February 1974: Target of a grand jury investigation of "ambulance
chasing" in the 1972 Illinois Gulf Central railroad crash. Vrdolyak is
charged with sending Chicago policemen to solicit cases from injured
victims in the hospital.
• February 1975: Charged with promising contractors help in zoning
and licensing problems in return for charging less to remodel his
$110,000 home.
• February 1977: Accused of sending a precinct captain to solicit
clients from a CTA EI crash in the Loop.
• December 1978: Charged with being a secret investor in a real estate
company that made a quick $700,000 profit from landfilling after the
property had been rezoned through Vrdolyak's committee.
• December 1978: Charged by Jane Byrne for helping to grease the taxi
cab increase.
• January 1979: Pays a small amount to the city for the purchase of the
alley behind his home after the property had been rezoned. The new
property is used for tennis courts and gives him 38,000 square feet of
land .
• May 1980: Charged with not disclosing a $75,000 campaign
contribution from Mayor Byrne to Ed Burke's campaign against Daley
for State's Attorney .
• June 1980: Vrdolyak and four partners buy 50 condo units from
Charles Swibel at cheap rates after ramming through the city council an
ordinance enabling Swibel to quickly convert Marina Towers to condos.
$500,000 profit is made by the group.
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Garbage dumps are a "good ~. neighbor, a good friend in our
~\,hl t
"' Ward. I wish there were more
of them."
: ",-, ·
Edward R. Vrdolyak
Hegewisch News
August 12, 1982
~

i
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Alderman Ed Burke
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• January 1982: Vrdolyak's 10th Ward office is found to be
undemssessed, resulting in a savings of $30,000 in property taxes for
Vrdolyak.
• February 1982: Vrdolyak is linked to an investigation of mob run
dice games at a country club where he is a member.
• August 1982: Testifies at a trial of friend and former precinct captain,
Archie Burton. Burton is accused of arson and Vrdolyak had used the
boat that was burned as collateral on a loan he had taken out for Burton.
• August 1982: Pays $10,000 to himself out of his campaign fund to
repay himself for a loan which he never made.
• December 1982: Vrdolyak's records from his law firm are
subpoenaed because the firm was charged with "effectively waiving the
pension rights of steelworkers from Wisconsin Steel." Vrdolyak had
represented the union.
• January 1983: Charged with changing zoning and using influence to
obtain a multi-million dollar city contmct for Illinois Scmp Processing,
Inc., after the company had contributed to his election campaign.
• March 1983: Pays an out of court settlement of $118,000 in back
federal taxes and penalties for the years 1975 and 1976.
• April 1983: Accused of using influence to obtain a contmct for Great
American Popcorn Company at O'Hare. The company is charged with
filing false figures.
• April 1983: Vrdolyak receives over $7,000 in campaign contributions
from Waste Management Inc., the company that is being charged with
illegally dumping toxic waste.

l
\.i,

While Burke's record is somewhat shorter than Vrdolyak's, he ha~
managed to implicate himself in a number of "suspect" arrangements
since 1969.
• August 1969: Burke is charged with "draft dodging" and using his
influence to obtain a spot in the Army Reserves in order to avoid the
dmft.
• November 1977: Burke chairs the city council subcommittee thaI
gmnts taxi fare increases to Checker and Yellow cab companies.
• June 1978: The 14th Ward alderman tries to establish his own private
detective agency, but is rebuffed due to a conflict of interest. Burke
heads the City Council's Police and Fire Committee and the council
fears vital information may be leaked from the police to Burke's agency.
• September 1979: Burke fails to pay $11,590 in real estate taxes on a
nursing home he owns.
• July 1980: Burke defaults on a $50,000 loan to buy another nursing
home with KennethlSain. Sain was already famous for being paid to do
the "Snow Study" for Mayor Bilandic.
• October 1981: Burke is part owner of a nursing home in Chicago
accused by the State of Illinois of paitent abuse.
• February 1982: While claiming to be the champion of the consumer,
Burke actually mises the utility bills of Chicago residents by introducing
an ordinance to increase the city tax on the gas company from five to
eight percent. The tax is passed on directly to the consumer.
• January 1983: Burke is the registered agent for two suburban cement
companies that receive millions from the city in contracts.
• February 1983: Burke is again instrumental in M&R Games Inc.
receiving a no-bid contmct to opemte video games at O'Hare Airport.
• April 1983: Burke's 14th Ward organization receives $4,000 from
Waste Management, Inc.
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solidarity Forever

i

They have taken untold millions
that they never tolled to earn,
But without our brain and muscle
not a single wheel could turn.
We can break their haughty power,
gain our freedom when we learn
That the union makes us strong.
Chorus: SOlidarity Forever!
Solidarity Forever!
solidarity Foreverl
For the union makes us strong.

I
Fast Eddie was the lawyer for the in-house union at
Wisconsin Steel before it closed down. For this he
was getting $30,000 a year. His close henchman
and head of the union, Tony Roque, negotiated
the contract of 1977 that was ratified without
a rank and file vote, in violation of the
union constitution. The Roque contract is now the subject of a lawsuit by
the workers.
The Wisconsin Steel employees
not only had their last checks and
vacation pay bounce on them but

also can now only dmw 40% of their
pension, even after 30 years service.
Eddie's firm's records were subpoenaed because the suit charges the
law finn with "Effectively waiving
the pension rights of steelworkers from
Wisconsin Steel."
But the story goes on. Not only were
pension rights weakened but the only
"bennie" the workers got was an
eyeglass plan through Union Optical.
Union Optical shares a building with
the law finn of Edward R. Vrdolyak
and the 10th Ward Democmtic Club.

Eddie's finn was not only negligent, at best,
but Eddie's campaign fund got a $1250 contribution from Wisconsin Steel shortly before it locked
the gates. What kind of representative of labor
gets big money from the corporation it's supposed
to defend its clients against?
After the ~ant closed down and was in the
hands of Chase Manhattan Bank a work force
"liquidate some capital." With
was needed
Eddie's buday Tony Roque still union chief,
employees were called back out of favoritism not
seniority,and paying double dues to boot.
As the mill rusted, to play on people's hopes

'0

and fears, Eddie promised in the last 3 elections
that if the citizens would keep him in power,
Wisconsin Steel would spring to life again. In
communities mvaged by mass layoffs at Republic
and South Works, as well, this is cruel and cheap
politics at its worst. The guys are still waiting.
Eddie's preying on labor has not been confined
to his own 10th Ward. His law finn represented
the Park District in a suit to discipline park
employees based upon Eddie "expertise" in
labor relations. The list goes on.
Eddie Vrdolyak is no friend of labor. He is a
big part of the problem.
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Fast Eddie's zoning deal

radition Lives on

by Mike Royko

r

--,

How Vrdolyak land deal worked 1

.-l uuu U L1Uth J

Reprinted with permission

Only a few days ago, I wrote that the only sensible reason for
becoming a Chicago alderman is to make money. While I wrote that, I
wondered: Am I being too cynical?
But before the ink dried on that column, out popped the story of Ald.
Edward Vrdolyak and his wonderful zoning deal.
It is a beautiful story, a classic Chicago story.
It should be used as teaching material in every political science course
in this city. It is the kind of story that restores the faith of those who
might be slipping into the heretical belief that this city can be run on the
legit.
And anyone who loves this city and its great tradition of grabbing
cash with both hands at every opportunity should be thankful to
Vrdolyak for making the story possible.
I'm sure everyone has heard or read it by now. But I want to go over it
again. Just thinking about it makes me happy.
The central figure is, of course, Ald. Vrdolyak (10th), known to his
admirers as "Fast Eddie."
He is one of the City Council's smartest, most aggressive young
hotshots. Maybe the hottest of them all.
Some time back, some ladies in his ward owned some residential land
that they wanted rezoned for commercial use, presumably to increase its
value.
So Eddie got the City Council to rezone it. That is one of the things an
alderman does for his constituents.
But then the interesting part begins. After Eddie helped them, these
very same ladies were nice enough to sell Eddie some land-12 lots that
were zoned residential.
As a rule, residential land isn't as valuable as commercial land.
Especially in many parts of Chicago. So Eddie paid a modest price.
Then Eddie sold the land to a savings and loan association for a fast
$44,000 profit. That's one of the reasons they call him Fast Eddie.
The question is: Why would a savings and loan pay more for a piece
of land than it is worth? Banks arid savings and loans are very smart
about such matters. If you have ever dealt with a savings and loan on a
real estate deal, you know how their lawyers sit around the table and
check the tiniest clauses. They practically look in your ears and under
the table.
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© Chicago Sun Times November 23, 1978
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location of Vrdolyakl

land deal In Ihe 10th'
Ward of Chicago
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June 14, 19nAld. Edward 'v'rdolyak purchases
12 lots for $32.000 from four
elderly women
Land owned by
women at time of
sala 10 Vrdolyak
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April 1, 1978Ald. Vrdolyak sells 6 lots to
Hegewisch Financial Corp.
for $60,000
November 14, 1978City Council rezones 6 lots to allow
Hegewisch Financial Corp. to build
a savings and loan office
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6 lots sold 10
Hegewisch Financial
Corp. for $60,000
and later rezoned for
business

, 6 lots retained by
; Ald. Edward Vrdolyak
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But this S&L-in Eddie's ward, of course-now says it just made a
dumb mistake. It bought land from Eddie that was zoned residential for
the kind of price it would pay for land zoned commercial. The S&L says
it just forgot to check on how the land was zoned.
That's something like a car dealer taking a car on trade without
checking to see if it has an engine. But that's what the S&L says
happened.
As it turned out, though, the S&L wasn't stuck. After selling the land
to the bank, Eddie had the City Council rezone it to commercial. Thus,
the bank now had land that was well worth what it paid Eddie.
So everybody is or should be, satisfied. Eddie helped those ladies get
some land rezoned, permitting them to make money, so they sould be
happy. Then they sold Eddie some land cheap, which he sold for a
$44,000 profit, so he should be happy. And after Eddie got land rezoned,
the bank could then sell it for a profit, so they should be happy
And I'm happy, because that is the agile way business has always
been done by aldermen, and I'm a believer in tradition
Despite this neat $44,000 profit, Eddie isn't entirely happy because
the deal is arousing suspicions.
The suspicions are obvious. If one wanted to draw a scenario, it
would go this way. Eddie tells the lady: You want some land rezoned?
Fine. I'll arrange it, but then you sell me those vacant lots over there for
a modest sum.
Then, the scenario goes, Eddie tells someone at the bank: Look, I
have these lots that are zoned residential. I can't have them rezoned
while I own them because that would be a conflict of interest and I could
get in big trouble.
But I will sell them to you for a $44,000 profit. And after I am no
longer the owner, and can't be nailed for conflict of interest, then I'll
have them rezoned.
Deal? Deal. Gimmee, gimmee, gimmee.
On the other hand, you can believe that Eddie happens to know some
very dumb but generous ladies, and that he happens to do business with
some very dumb savings and loans.
You can believe in the Easter Bunny and the Tooth Fairy, too.
Me? I believe that Fast Eddie is a worthy young successor to the
legendary Hinky Dink and Bathhouse John, to the Cullerton Clan, to
Tom Keane and all the other alltime -aldermanic greats.
He has all the carnivorous instincts oCthe old-time Chicago alderman,
but with the modem advantage of a University of Chicago Law School
Education.
That's an awesome combination. By the time he is 45, he might hold
legal title to the entire city.
If so, he won't keep it very long. Just long enough to get it rezoned.

See Eddie Run

ur Mr . Fastbuck
by Mike RoykO
© Chicago Sun Times March 26, 1982
Reprinted with pennission

A newcomer to Chicago asked me a question about one of our most
prominent political creatures.
Why is AId, Edward Vrdolyak known as "Fast Eddie"?
As one of Fast Eddie's fellow politicians once said: "It ain't cuz he
wears track shoes."
Fast Eddie is known as Fast Eddie for a number of reasons.
One is the speed with which he elbowed his way into political power
in City Hall.
In almost record time he went from being a sharp-eyed young lawyer,
looking for his main chance, to being part of the legendary "Evil
Cabal" of aldermen who were supposed to skinning the city like a
plump rabbit.
. Now, with Mayor Byrne's backing, he is about to become chairman
of the Democratic Party in Cook County. (It was Byrne, of course, who
once described Vrdolyak as being head of the "Evil Cabal". But that
was before she became mayor and learned what fun pals the Evil
Caballeros could be.)
But the main reason Fast Eddie is known as Fast Eddie is his ability
to see his opportunities and quickly take them.
When a chance to improve his net worth comes along, Fast Eddie
moves so fast that he's already turned a neat profit before anybody else
even know what the deal was.
One of the finest examples of his quickness was the Great Condo
Caper, a story I uncovered a few years ago.
This was when the City Council was trying to put together laws that
would protect tenants and buyers. Many were being clipped because
they weren't being given time to buy their units, and they weren't given
complete information about the property and hidden costs.
It became kind of a footrace between condo converters and City Hall.
They wanted to get as many units as possible sold before the aldermen
passed the buyer-protection laws.
It wasn't much of a race. The aldermen move so slowly that a few of
them appeared to need life-support systems.
They haggled over this point and that point. They picked this nit and
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No comment

that nit. Then they decided that they had to revise this section and
amend that section.
And this would exhaust them so much, they'd have to take a few
weeks off to rest.
All the while they were inching toward the condo ordinance, the
converters were rushing to see how many Httle old ladies they could toss
into the streets.
During the time that elapsed when the ordinance was proposed and
when it was finally passed, about 8,000 units were converted.
Among these units were those in Marina City, the twin towers along
the Chicago River.
These are the buildings that were run by Charlie Swibel, the fonner
slum-operator who runs the Chicago Housing Authority and is Byrne's
favorite political wheeler-dealer.
It wasn't until Swibel's buildings were converted that the aldennen
finally got around to passing the new condo law.
A coincidence? Possibly. But any adult Chicagoan who believes in
political coincidences probably believes in the tooth fairy, too.
It turned out that while that while the aldennen were dawdling over
the condo law, Ald. Vrdolyak was doing his Fast Eddie routine.
He and a few partners had set up a hidden land trust (the names of the
owners are kept secret), and they bought 50 condos in Marina City from
Swibel.
Naturally, Swibel sold the condos to Vrdolyak and his friends at a
bargain price. Aldennen are famous for getting things wholesale. And
Swibel is famous for being nice to his political friends.
The group paid $2.5 million for the condos. Three years later, real
estate people said the condos were probably worth $5 million.
And, as an added twist, the deal wasn't closed until the day before the
City Council slipped trough an ordinance that made it possible for
Swibel to hold onto the parking garage ownership at Marina City.
So everyone was happy, which is the way things often tum out in
City Hall, when everything falls into place: The condo ordinance
wasn't passed until Swibel converted Marina City, and kept his
lucrative parking facilities, so Swibel was happy.
And Vrdolyak and his chums m'lde a fast couple of million on the
condos that Swibel discounted to them, so Vrdolyak was happy.
Boy, being part of Byrne's inner circle, as Swibel and Vrdolyak are,
must be one of life's happiest experiences. They must sit around
laughing until their wallets ache.
Anyway, that's one of the reasons they call him Fast Eddie.
And if Fast Eddie was fast as an aldennan, just watch him go when he
becomes Byrne's handpicked party chief.
As they say about Supennan: Faster than a speeding dollar! Uh ... I
mean, bullet.
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vrdolyak $1 Million
Political Fund
An All-Time Record
Here is just a sampling of Eddie's publically disclosed campaign
contributors. His $1 million fund was not only a record for an aldennan,
but Fast Eddie was in a league by himself. His next closest competitors
for big money, Vito Marzullo (25th) with $175,000 and Fred B. Roti
(lst) with more than $111,000, were little league "cabal-Ieros" by
comparison.

9-5-82
8-15-82
7-8-82
8-21-82
8-29-82
7-8-82
10-1-82
2-1-83
2-4-83
2-14-83
2-23-83
2-25-83

Dumps
Album Inc.
Environmental Waste Disposal
Land & Lakes
SCA Services
South Chicago Disposal, Inc.
Waste Management
Waste Management
Martin S. Gerber
Julio M. Hogerty
SCA Services
SCA Services
South Chicago Disposal, Inc.

$1,000
$400
$300
$1,500
$1,000
$1,000
$2,500
$1,500
$300
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000

Some Others
7-22-82
10-3-82
9-20-82
8-5-82
2-18-83
2-18-83
And:

Ceres Terminals, Icc.
St. Kevin Church*
Midwest Dock
Serbian Church* 98th & Commercial
Metron Steel
Midway Airport Restaurant
Adam Bourgeois (a lawyer who
represents Adult bookstores)

* It is

$2,800
$350
$300
$200
$1,500
$1,000
$200

not only illegal for churches to contribute to a political campaign but also pretty
sleazy of Eddie to put the tap on the churches.

$

~

Taxes

~ $
$

There is an old saying that nothing is sure in life except death and
taxes. This truism doesn't apply to Fast Eddie. You can't count on
Eddie paying his taxes.
Since his early days in public office, he has continually flaunted
political ethics, tax laws and the public trust, while enriching himself at
the taxpayers' expense. Then he has the nerve to call any questioning of
his flagrant disregard for the law "political cheap shots".

The Record
V' According to the Sun Times (1/19/75), Vrdolyak failed to pay
the county more than $36,000 in real estate taxes.
V' At the same time, he was flagrantly violating state law by
holding a state liquor license while serving as 10th Ward
Aldennan.

In August, 1980, the IRS demanded $172,402 for the years
1975-76. Thumbing his nose at the IRS, Eddie offered $3,500 as
a settlement. Unimpressed, the IRS proceeded with the case. In
1983, the day before he was to go to court, Vrdolyak agreed to
pay $118,000.
V'

V' He has consistantly underassessed his properties so that he
doesn't pay his fair share of real estate taxes when he finally
decides to come across with the tax money he owes.

There are many more cases including not paying Social Security
taxes for his employees, but space does not pennit us to run the
whole sorry list.
Whenever "Not-so-fast-at-paying-his-bills Eddie" attempts to
cheat the Federal, State, County or City out of his taxes, you and
the other taxpayers are footing the bill. This isn't even counting
the thousands of dollars of our tax money going into his friends'
pockets so they can do him favors. Why should we be picking up
the tab for these guys to have a good life?
In the recent race for mayor, Harold Washington was attacked
and vilified for failure to file income tax returns. He wound up
owing $500. If Washington served 40 days for his crime, at $11 a
day, by the same yardstick Vrdolyak would be looking at over 35
years! Unfortunately, the Nixon-Reagan courts keep Eddie loose.

\
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ie's Habit?
By Slim Coleman
Editor, All Chicago City News
Chainnan, Heart of Uptown Coalition

Many of you who read this pamphlet may already have known some
or all of these facts about' 'Fast Eddie Vrdolyak". A lot of people do.
So how come Fast Eddie? How is it that this man, who doesn't really
even pretend to be anything else but a crook, is so powerful in our city?
Eddie Vrdolyak quietly bought and muscled his way into power. Jane
Byrne, who was a weak-minded Mayor, allowed him to become more
powerful behind the scenes. And power for Fast Eddie meant control of
jobs, contracts, land use, cable TV and "money-deals". Then came the
Harold Washington election.
When Washington won the primary election, Fast Eddie saw his
chance to use the oldest political trick in Amenca to become more
powerful. He began to organize at a fever pace. More than any other
single person, Vrdolyak was responsible for the race split in Chicago in
the general election, and after it. He just wanted a weak mayor so he
could be the strong man. And he did it by trying to peddle fear amongst
whites.
Some Chicago citizens may have problems with a Black mayor. (1
don't have a problem with this Black mayor because he is, 1 believe,
truly for reform.) But if the Mayor being Black makes you jump on the
Vrdolyak bandwagon, then you're cutting off your nose to spite your
face while the Rich laugh at us all the way to the bank. Vrdolyak
doesn't represent white people, he represents rich and powerful white
people who are growing richer on scams that make it even harder for us
in already hard times.
It is time for ordinary people to use our heads. Fast Eddie, we won't
support your habit. Your need for greed and power is your problem, not
ours. We'll work out whatever differences we have because we need
political unity to throw out parasites like Vrdolyak and Reagan. We
can't afford you Fast Eddie, playing with our money while you play
with our minds. Times are too hard. Fast Eddie, you've got to go.

Read & distribute All Chicago City News
Chicago's only paper of, by and for the people. Call 275·3822.
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Washington-668,176
(Mayor of Chicago)

Vrdolyak -

17,197

(10th Ward Aid)
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